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Abstract
This paper examines the nature and influence of the relationship between the bank’s strategic marketing practices and its service and seeks to determine the importance of strategic marketing practices in explaining the environmental perception of customers oriented service delivery. The study location was at the five selected Deposit Money Banks in Lagos State, Nigeria. A descriptive research design employing a stratified and convenience sampling techniques selected 74% of the bank staff which were contacted using questionnaires. The data collected were analyzed using the SPSS software version 19.0. Correlation analysis was conducted to establish the nature of the relationship between the bank’s strategic marketing practices and it customers oriented service delivery while regression analysis used to explain its influence on customers oriented service delivery. The finding showed that positive relationship exists between strategic marketing practices and customers oriented service delivery ($r=0.749$; $F_{\text{cal}}=123.859$; $p<0.000$). The researchers recommended that commercial banks should embrace strategic marketing by being focused to adapt to changes, marketing of assets and capabilities and marketing of innovation for the growth and survival of the industry.
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INTRODUCTION
Strategic Marketing (SM) is the process whereby individuals or organizations make certain decisions in relations to future results and methods in which they are to be achieved and estimated (Barney, 1991). Strategic marketing is a means by which an individual anticipate the future and develop the necessary procedures and operations to influence and achieve the
objectives. It is regarded as one of the pillars of marketing practice. Strategic marketing assists managers in formulating, implementing, and evaluating cross functional decisions that will help organization to achieve its objectives. Woodward (2004) proposed that strategic marketing is the means by which managers and marketers anticipate the future and develop the essential plans or operations to achieve organizational goals and objectives. Bank marketing is the creation and delivery of services to satisfy the customers need at a profit to the bank (Ezeoha, 2005). This signifies that customers should be the focus in terms of corporate planning and the survival of banks and therefore, the relevance of marketing to the survival of banking services should be esteemed. Therefore, strategic marketing is inevitably a survival strategy among organizations (like the Nigerian banking sector) to enable it reap more benefits of recapitalization exercise in this dynamic environment.

It has been understood by earlier researches that marketing activities (or marketing mix) do not take place in a vacuum, but occur in dynamic environment. Therefore, every organization must confront an external marketing environment that is dynamic. Olarewaju & Folarin (2012) investigated the impacts of external environment on organizational performance in the food and beverage industry in Nigeria. The outcome of the research revealed that the external business environment or macro-environment (i.e. economic, technological, political, socio-cultural, legal, demographic, cultural factors, and so on) have impact on organizational efficiency and effectiveness. For an efficient strategic marketing, it is necessary to discover an optimum “fit” between the organizations and the environment before the development of effective strategies that is concerned with the environmental analysis, i.e., internal and external analysis of environment (Hooley, Greenley, Cadogan & Fahy, 2005).

In Nigeria, banking was said to have started with the exclusion of marketing like in most developed countries (Ezeoha, 2005). He stated further that the activities were concentrated mainly on acceptance of deposits and lending. The industry was controlled by a few banks, and with a seller market, there was no need to spend scarce resources on marketing (Ezeoha, 2005). For the Nigerian banking industry to grow efficiently and be stable, the industry needed to be regulated as well as supervised by the regulatory authorities. This was to enable it to play an active role in the Nigerian economy at regional and global levels, enhanced efficiency, stability, and soundness of the system so as to be competent and competitive players in Africa and at world levels (Soludo, 2004). This initiative (i.e. restructuring through merger and acquisitions as a result of capital inadequacy) was surely confronted with some challenges of liberalization and globalization as a result of technological advancement (Oladejo & Oladipupo, 2011).
Moreover, for any bank to survive in this competitive environment there is the need to adopt effective strategic marketing in the marketing of its services to woo potential customers by satisfying their needs and wants. Corroborating with this view, Anabila & Awunyo-Victor (2012) stated that banks should always reassess their business strategies to ensure survival as well as profitability in this dynamic environment. Initially, marketing was ignored in the banking operation (Akinyele, 2010). The reason was that competition was non-existence in the banking industry and as such, there was no need for aggressive marketing (Akinyele, 2010). Today, the trend has changed as a result of the competitive nature of the banking industry as a result of technological turbulence, marketing research, demand uncertainty, and deregulation. To meet up with these challenges it is vital for banks to have a holistic view of their stakeholders - customers, employees, and all other stakeholders in their decision making, so as to serve them efficiently in their marketing strategy. Additionally, Nigeria is one of the developing nations in the world; and as such, strategic marketing has a pivot role to play in the Nigerian economy, as well as the banking sector. Without engaging effective strategic marketing in the banking sector, there may be little progress in the Nigerian economy as well as in its banking operations. Therefore, the research emphasizes that it is through efficient strategic marketing efforts that a developing country like Nigeria can compete efficiently in its banking operations with advanced nations of the world. Furthermore, this research emphasizes that strategic marketing in the Nigerian banking sector empowers the management to achieve its marketing programs of merger and acquisition. Consequently, the study is to ascertain as to whether efficient customer service delivery in banking sector drives by the strategic marketing practices and adherence of banks to environmental factors impacted on customer oriented service in Nigeria.

Objective of the study

The objective of this study is to investigate influence of strategic marketing on environmental perception of customers’ oriented service of deposit money banks in Nigeria.

Research Hypothesis

In order to achieve the objective of study, the following null hypothesis was stated: Strategic marketing practice does not significantly affect environmental perception of customers’ oriented service.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1.1 Concept of Strategic Marketing

A considerable amount of literature has been published on strategic marketing. Strategic marketing has evolved through interaction amongst marketing management, strategy and planning. Akinyele (2010) reports that newly invented strategic marketing displaced long range planning because of the growing discontinuity of the environment. Strategic marketing is as a set of determinations that guide or direct managers to reach their long term desired market positions (Ferrell and Lucas, 1989). Cohen (1988) adds here that managing a business involves anticipating and responding to changes that affect the market place so that decisions are made today that allow the business to be ready for tomorrow in such a way as avoid the threats and take advantage of the opportunities. Strategic marketing is crucial to an organization because it takes into consideration the fundamental changes in the environment, thus making organizations more proactive. Coping with the increasingly competitive environment has called on firms to rethink their marketing strategies (Pearce and Robinson, 2001).

In a related study, Barney (1991) defined strategic marketing as process whereby individuals or organizations make certain decisions in relations to future results and methods in which they are to be achieved and estimated. Osuagwu (2004) described strategic marketing as a disciplined effort to produce fundamental decisions and actions that shape and guide what an organization is, what it does, and why it does it, with a focus on the future. In this regard Wright (2005) postulated that strategic marketing is all-embracing, flexible and adaptable practice. Strategic Marketing demands that marketing managers ensure that the organization achieves a sustainable competitive advantage (Wright, 2005); hence, a structured approach to planning and strategy formulation is advocated.

Waweru (2011) expresses that strategic marketing strategically deals with the direction and scope of the long-term activities performed by the organization to obtain a competitive advantage. The organizations (i.e. money deposit banks) apply their resources within a changing environment to satisfy customer needs while meeting stakeholder expectations. This implies that strategic marketing serves as the requirement to develop a strategy to cope with competitors, identify market opportunities, develop and commercialize new products and services, allocate resources among marketing activities and design an appropriate organizational structure to ensure the performance desired is achieved. Organizations need to develop sound strategies that help to fully understand the landscape, ward off threats, and become more capable to meet changing conditions. Porter (1980) indicates that strategy enables businesses to position themselves in industries. Roger (1990) postulates that strategy is the first level of bringing vision to the present, and it allows for
specific goals to be defined, driving concrete actions, and making the vision a reality. Lambert and Knemeyer (2004) advised that managers develop strategies to guide how an organization conducts its business and how it will achieve its objectives.

However, the foregoing definitions implied that strategic marketing is the managerial process that entails analysis, formulation, and evaluation of strategies that would enable an organization to achieve its goals by developing and maintaining strategic fit between its distinctive competencies against the threats arising from its environment (Abdalla, 2001). Strategic marketing allows an organization to be proactive (making things happen rather than waiting for things to happen), rather than reactive (response in shaping its own future). Firms that value the importance of marketing in their system became proactive and began to pull the strategic plans. Through strategic marketing, the strategy became favourable and helpful in generating the customer loyalty. The breakthrough actions of the organization will result not only in a superior market performance, but also in giving superior value to their consumers (Srinivasan and Lilien, 2005).

There are a wide range of strategic marketing practices that banks can implement. Such strategies include the identification of customers who are most interested in supporting their mission (market segmentation), ensuring an image is built that is attractive to those people (product positioning), the development of communication messages most attractive to these people (advertising) and communicating with them through channels these people regularly use (place). Consequently, marketing strategies and market orientation can significantly increase the effectiveness of commercial banks in achieving their corporate objectives. Kotler (1991) indicates that the ultimate objective of all marketing strategies is to influence audience or customers behaviour.

On the forces influencing strategic marketing practices, Waweru (2011), reports that several forces impact the strategic marketing decisions of a wide range of companies throughout the world. The forces are disruptive innovation, commoditization threats, value-driven segmentation, organizational change, and collaborative challenges. Among these forces, collaborative challenges have been the major challenges confronted by commercial banks in Nigeria since the 2005 banking consolidation or reform. Commercial banks in Nigeria have pursued collaborative strategy through merger and acquisitions and strategic alliance during financial sector reforms. However, Waweru (2011) indicated that these relationships are challenging to manage and sustain. It is really a challenging initiative especially among competitors. The researcher argued that the success record for strategic alliances has not been favourable, although companies continue to pursue these initiatives because of the advantages. Hence, overcoming collaborative
challenges is a high-priority strategic marketing initiative for commercial banks in Nigeria.

2.1.2 Strategic Marketing Environment

The term marketing environment reflects factors external to the business unit (opportunities available) and factors internal to the business (ability to exploit opportunities). These dimensions represent key aspects of both the external and internal environment for strategic marketing decisions. The use of external–internal environmental framework in the marketing literature was initially proposed by Jaworski (1988), and subsequently developed and applied by a number of authors such as Gardner et al (2000), Cavusgil & Zou (1994) & Koh (1991). Jaworski (1988) describes the environment as the general context or situation surrounding the firm. Jaworski (1988) identifies the external environment as an abstraction of social, political, technological, and economic conditions and the internal environment (referring to the firm itself) as two relevant constructs in the study of organizations.

In this paper and for banking industry in Nigeria, an appropriate model is one that facilities a rigorous analysis of internal organizational strengths and weaknesses as well as integrates the critical impact of external environmental factors. Specifically, while examining variance in firm performance, there is need to examine (1) the variance attributable to conditions in the industry in which firms operate and the observable/tangible competitive strategies such as product market strategies and the level of marketing programme implementation a firm employs, and (2) the factors external and internal to a firm. Hofer (1983) & Hambrick (1983a) recommended on the need that a company can adapt a firm’s marketing strategies to environmental conditions in such way which will produce a better performance from the environment. Higher levels of fit lead to higher levels of performance. Gichuki & Ogollah (2014) present empirical research on the factors influencing the choice of marketing strategies of commercial banks in Kenya. They investigated both strategies adopted by commercial banks in Kenya and the factors influencing their choice of marketing strategy. Their results show that banking industry demands for continuous development and implementation of innovation strategies such as product, technology and service quality strategies. These strategies influenced choice of marketing strategy to a large extent by commercial banks.

2.2 Strategic Marketing and Customer Oriented Service

The rationale for strategic marketing is to accomplish stipulated objectives that can be assessed in the areas of asset quality, market share, profitability, management of departmental crisis, capital employed, liquidity,
quality of marketing management, marketing cost, turnover of marketing staff, and gross earnings.

In the recent past, delivery high quality service is very crucial strategy of most business organizations (including banking sector) as means of responding to success and survival in today’s turbulent environment (Ulwick & Buttencourt, 2008 and Kheng, Mahamad, Ramayah & Mosahab (2010). Asubonteng, McCleary & Swan (1996) defined service quality as “the difference between customers’ expectations for service performance prior to the service encounter and their perceptions of service received” (p.64). This view is similar to that expressed by Swati (2013) that service quality is an evaluation of how a performed service meets customers’ expectations.

Assessing service quality and achieving the excellence in service deliveries have been the core strategies used by companies to achieve competitive advantage (Freitas & Costa, 2012). Ehigie (2006) carried out a research on correlates of customer loyalty to their banks on Nigerian banking sector. The research was to discover how perceived quality of service or product, customers’ expectations, and customers’ satisfaction brought about loyalty in Nigerian banking sector. The outcome of the research showed that it is necessary to understand consumer behavior as the best way for keeping their realized customers and possibly get new ones. Thus, identifying both potential and realized customers’ satisfactions assist in improving customers’ loyalty and serve as means of differentiating one’s service from those of competitors. In the same vein, Swar & Sahoo (2012) conducted a study to determine an effective service delivery a case study of selected public, private, and foreign sector banks in Odisa, India. The result of the research revealed that to improve customer effective service delivery in the banking industry, it is vital for the management to have regular discussions with their workers and assess their experiences in their various assignments.

Botha & Vanrensburg (2010) on their part came up with their understanding that the relationship between customers and organizations deals with trust as well as commitment that will result to greater customer retention, and increased organizational performance. Likewise, Oke, Adjei & Osarenkhie (2013) investigated the role that service quality played in Ghanaian banking industry as well as its effects on service delivery. However, the study revealed that where a gap exists between customers/consumers expectation and perception of service delivery was perceived as low and which amounted to customers’ dissatisfactions. The study upheld that service quality is vital but insufficient yardstick for maintaining good relationship with organizational customers. Therefore, bank branches must be made accessible and responsive to customers’ needs and wants 24 hours and seven days in a week ensuring that ATMs are reliable to improve customers’ service deliveries.
In evaluating service quality in an organization, Parasuraman, Zeithaml & Berry (1988) developed SERVQUAL model having five dimensions, namely: tangibles (equipment, physical facilities, staff appearance), reliability (ability to perform the promised service dependably and accurately), responsiveness (willingness to help customers and provide prompt service), assurance (ability to instill trust and confidence to firm’s customers), and empathy (caring of customers i.e., an individualized attention that a firm provides to its customers).

This implies that the bank should have modern equipment, physical facilities, and staff appearances should be paramount (i.e. tangibles). Also there is a need for banks to give interest in handling problems of customers, provision of service at stipulated time as well as maintaining error free records (i.e. reliability). In addition, banks should be desirous to assist customers, quick service, and informing customers the time service will be performed (i.e. responsiveness). Customers should feel free to transact with bank, bank is careful with customers, individual attention, and employees’ attitude give confidence to customers and employees are knowledgeable in responding to customers’ questions (i.e. assurance). Banks gives individual attention on time convenient to customers, personal attention as well as interest needs i.e., empathy (Agus, Bakers, & Kandampully, 2007; Glaveli, Petridou, Liassides & Spathis, 2006).

Furthermore, on the utilization of information technology (IT), Ehikhamenor (2003) stated that in the past banks in advanced nations have been committing much fund in acquisition of IT as a way of cost reductions and to better undertaken functions. Globalization has brought stiff competition in the financial services sector. This competition may likely yield the best in the financial sectors. To withstand competitiveness, the banking sector is required to be dynamic to react in response with recent products in the dynamic market requirements so as to meet the challenge posed by the increasing needs of customers. Kumar, Malathy, & Ganesh (2011) and Munusamy, Chelliah & Mun, (2010) investigated the diffusion of technology in developing countries, specifically in India, and found that technology has been very slow in banking sector in customer service deliveries.

The utilization of IT has brought about growth in service industries today and it is vital to employ IT in strategic business objectives of an organization (Durand & Bouzidi, 2008). The clearest instance for the utilization of IT that brought the growth of a firm is the banking sector, where due to IT products in information exchanges, Internet banking, security investments, and electronic payments banks can offer various services to their customers with less human resource (Aremu, Majabi, Gbadeyan, 2011). Ogunleye (1999) stated that (1) the formal embracing of Information technology has facilitated chosen banks efficiency in Nigeria by making it
more result-oriented and effective, (2) Information technology also has a great impact on the general banking outcome by making employees performance more effective and efficiency, (3) embracing information has intensified the hypothetical force of the banks. This is achieved through bank charges cheque withdrawal slip and withdrawal charges, (4) information technology has enhanced the bank customer relationship by offering effective services delivery in the whole week. Presently, customers in Nigeria are capable of reaching their account anytime of the day even after they have closed from their work to withdraw money to carter for their pressing needs and wants.

2.3  *Theoretical Framework*

A theory is a set of interrelated construct (concepts), definitions and propositions that presents a systematic view of phenomenon by specifying relations among variables with the purpose of explaining, predicting and controlling the phenomena. A variable is a construct or concept to which numerical values can be assigned (Folarin, 2000). Variables are generally used in psychology experiments to determine if changes to one thing result to changes in another (Kothari, 2004). A theoretical framework on the other hand refers to how the researcher or writer of the report not only questions, but ponders and develops thoughts or theories on what the possible answers could be, then these thoughts and theories are grouped together into themes that frame the subject (Gichuki & Ogollah, 2014; Neuman, 2000). It is the process of identifying a core set of connectors within a topic and showing how they fit together. This study will be guided by a number of theories as discussed subsequently.

*Rogers Innovation Diffusion Theory*

The Rogers’ Diffusion of Innovation Theory explain how adoption to new ideas is made as well as innovations by suggesting in the theory, five innovation attributes through which adoption is effected, which are: “observability, compatibility, trial ability, relative advantage and complexity” (Rogers, 1995). An attribute is said to have a relative advantage when the new innovations is seen to be better than the previous idea that it is replacing. Rogers' theory emphasizes that it is easier to implement innovations that show an improved advantage over that which was there before, making it easier to adopt. Greenhalgh (2004) adds that users would not adopt innovations that they did not see any relative advantage in. The ability of an innovation to be easily adopted is that it has to be compatible with a previous idea, meet their experience in the past and fulfill existing values, meaning that there is a higher chance for an innovation to be adopted if it is more compatible. This theory is relevant in explaining customer’s decision to join a bank and to stay with the bank. Joining a bank is a result of visibility of innovation and eventually
realizing positive outcomes of adopting the innovation. The findings confirmed this allegation by pointing out that innovation was the most significant factor influencing choice of marketing in the Commercial banks.

Contingency Theory

The contingency theory was propounded by Kast and Rosenzweig (1985) to the study of commercial banks strategic plans to curb competition. The theory states that an organization consists of various interdependent subsystems in which each subsystem has its own function to perform for the achievement of organizational goals and objectives. This could be regarded as quality of customer service, employee motivation, marketing strategy and technology which could be used as strategic response to competition in the banking industry. The human subsystem could be regarded as individuals in the organization in the areas of motivation and leadership. The contingency theory opined that each individual in the organization should be interdependent with each other so as to meet up with what is obtainable in the environment in which the organization finds itself as well as wider environment (Mentzer, 2001).

Service Delivery Model

Parasuraman, Zeithaml & Berry (1988) developed the SERVQUAL model. It was initially made up of ten areas of service delivery, namely, courtesy, understanding the customer, competence, reliability, security, responsiveness, tangibles, communication, access and communication. The model assesses the gap between experience and expectations. Later on, the authors simplified the model with the acronym RATER: Reliability, Assurance, Tangibles, Empathy, and Responsiveness. This simplified model has been used extensively by service delivery firms or organizations because is regarded as being simple for bridging the gap between perceived and expected service delivery. Parasuraman et al.’s (1988) defines five gaps or discrepancies which may impinge on service quality also known as SERVQUAL model. According to Parasuraman et al. (1988), there are five gaps that organizations are expected to address in this model:

Gap 1 deals with the issue of what customers expect from product or service delivery as well as what managers think they expect from product or service delivery - survey research is the only means for bridging this gap.

Gap 2 deals with the issue of management perception of product or service delivery as well as the actual specification of the customer experience of product or service delivery - managers should make sure that their organizations fulfill their obligations by providing the necessary services they believe are needed by the customers.
Gap 3 deals with the gap of experience specification to the actual delivery of such an experience. Managers are expected to evaluate the present customers’ experience they render to know if they meet up to the expectation.

Gap 4 deals with the gap of delivery of the customer experience as well as what is communicated to customers. Sometimes organizations exaggerate the kind of goods or services that would be provided to their customers and thus, raising customers’ expectations and harming customers’ perceptions when they fail in their promises.

Finally, Gap 5 deals with the gap of customer's perception of the experience as well as the customer's expectation of the service delivery. Customers' expectations consists of their own past experiences, their personal needs as well as their own word of mouth.

*Social Exchange Theory*

Social exchange theory posits that the relationship between individuals in an organization is based on exchange of material, non-material as well as goods and services (Farganis, 2011). Therefore, Mentor’s and mentee’s actions or behaviours are based on perceived benefits and costs in the relationship of the participants. Also, according to Thibaut & Kelley (1959) the reasons people participate in a social exchange are as a result of: expected reciprocity; anticipated profit in reputation and influence on others; altruism, perception of efficacy and direct reward.

In summary, the relationship between the theories discussed above is depicted with the framework below. The framework portrays that strategic marketing is an important tool driven by diverse theories that will help commercial banks in Nigeria achieve their overall goals while maintaining a strategic fit with their resources and the environment.

**Figure 1: Theoretical Framework of strategic marketing practices in Nigerian banking industry**
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AUDITORS’ ROLES IN NIGERIAN DEPOSIT MONEY BANKS

Strategic marketing practices and customer service delivery will operate efficient and effectively in an environment where fraud control is reduced to a very minimum and Audit committee responsibilities adhere to the international accepted ethical and legal standard.

Olatunji and Adekola (2017) observed that fraud has been a matter of concern all over the world. They asserted fraud that occurred in worldcom, Eron and others in the past. Adekola and Olatunji (2017) cited Fatoki (2015) that fraud in Nigerian banking sector in the recent past resulted as a collaboration between the banking employees and management leading to loss of huge sum of money and distressed of most of the banks. They stated that auditors activities in the areas of detecting, respond, monitor and prevent should be improved so that Nigerian banks will adhere to the internal control system obtainable in developed nations of the world.

Also, study was carried out to discover if Audit committee whose responsibility is to work with the internal auditors and management of deposit money banks in Nigeria actually influence the financial reporting of these banks (Onyabe, Okparachi, Nyo, Yahaya & Ahmed, 2018). The study revealed that audit committee characteristics do not have effect on financial reporting of the chosen Nigerian banks. They recommended that the roles of audit committees in their respective banks in Nigeria should be strengthen in their financial reporting to comply with the international accepted ethics and legal standards guiding the banking sector.

Strategic marketing practices and customer service delivery will operate efficient and effectively in an environment where fraud control is reduced to a very minimum and Audit committee responsibilities adhere to the international accepted ethical and legal standard. This will make the banking sector by being focused to adapt to changes, marketing of assets and capabilities and marketing of innovation for the growth and survival of the industry and better customer service delivery.

METHODOLOGY

Research design

The research used descriptive survey to establish the relationship between strategic marketing practice and environmental perception of customers’ oriented service of commercial banks in Nigeria. Descriptive research is the most commonly used and the basic reason for carrying out descriptive research is to identify the cause of something that is happening (Auka and Keraro, 2014). Descriptive research studies are designed to obtain important information concerning the status of phenomena from which valid conclusions may be drawn.
Study population

The study population comprised of the staff in corporate planning department, commercial department, and marketing department of the five (5) sampled banks as sourced by the researcher from the human resources department showed that: First Bank (33 staff), Zenith Bank (31 staff), Guaranty Trust Bank (27 staff), United Bank for Africa (26 staff) and Wema Bank (21 staff) (Human resources department-First Bank, Zenith Bank, Guaranty Trust Bank, UBA & Wema Bank, 2013). Therefore, the total population of the three departments of the five banks highlighted above is 134.

Sample size

A sample size of 100 (20 to each bank) staff were selected using stratified sampling and convenience sampling techniques. The basis for chosen 20 samples each from the five selected banks is to ensure equal representation. The researchers were interested in observing what was happening at corporate planning department, commercial department, and marketing department of the selected banks and without any attempt to manipulate or control it. Also the researchers used convenience sampling. The respondents were selected based on willingness to participate in the sample. A single-stage sampling procedure was used by the researcher, through the assistance of the Human resources departments of the selected banks; the questionnaires were administered to the respondents in their respective banks.

Data collection instruments and administration

A questionnaire was used to collect data. Using a questionnaire is advantageous since it presents an even stimulus potential to large number of people simultaneously and provides on investigation with easy accumulation of data. The questionnaire was administered to the respondents at the head office of the selected Nigerian banks based in Lagos. A time period of one week was allowed to fill the questionnaire after which they were collected.

Validity and reliability of the instrument

The validity of questionnaire was evaluated by experts in banking to ensure that the developed questionnaires had included all the important questions needed to facilitate excellent study about strategic marketing quantitative study in the Nigerian banking industry. According to Brown et al. (1992), validity of an instrument is better improved by expert judgments. The validity evaluated include; construct validity which refers to the extent to which operationalization of construct do actually measure what the theory say they do, content validity which is an assessment of the test content to discover if it comprises of a representative sample of the behaviour domain to be assessed and face validity which is an estimate of whether a test appears to
measure a certain criterion that is whether a test appear to be a good measure or not (Trochim, 2006).

The reliability of the instruments was tested using the Cronbach Alpha Coefficient. Cronbach alpha coefficient was the most popular test of inter-item consistency reliability (Aliyu & Rosli, 2014). After running the data using SPSS version 22 for windows, it was found that the measures possess a high reliability standard of 0.956 and 0.957. The Cronbach’s alpha coefficients of the factors/constructs surpassed the 0.70 threshold recommended by Nunnally (1978), for the test of scale reliability. The questionnaire was pilot tested with two commercial banks purposefully selected in Ogun State to test for the instrument is reliability.

Data presentation methods

Data was presented by use of tables, frequencies and percentages. This gives a clear data that shows the impact of strategic marketing practices on environmental perception of customers’ oriented service customer oriented service of commercial banks in Lagos State.

Data analysis

Preliminary data analysis were edited, appropriately coded, the data files checked and re-checked to minimize data entry errors and detect out-of-range values that were rectified and then entered in the statistical package for social science. The analysis was facilitated by SPSS version 19.0 which was available for the study. The data was analyzed using descriptive statistics such as percentages, mean, frequency, and cross tabulation. Correlation and regression analysis were used to test the hypothesis. The Correlation was used to determine the relationship between the strategic marketing practices and environmental perception of customers’ oriented service variables while regression analysis was used to determine the level of contribution of each of the types of strategic marketing on customer service delivery.

\[ Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{SMP} + \epsilon \]

Where:

- \( Y \) is environmental perception of customers’ oriented service delivery (dependent variable).
- \( \text{SMP} \) is strategic marketing practices (independent variable) likely to bring about is customer oriented service delivery
- \( \epsilon \) is the error term, other factors that influence is customer oriented service delivery.
RESULTS OF THE STUDY

Demographic Profile of the Respondents

The results indicate that 60% of the respondents were male while a sizeable percentage of 40% were female. Majority (51%) of the respondents fall under the age group categories of 31-40 years while only 14% were between 40 to 50 years, which could mean that majority of the respondents in the sampled commercial banks are in their middle ages and this age usually constitute the vibrant cream of the workforce in the private organizations. With regard to educational qualification, majority (52%) of the respondents had attained masters degree, followed by bachelor degree (39%), 3% had doctorate degree, 6% had professional qualification while only 1% had other qualifications. This could mean that most of them have attained secondary degree in relevant qualifications to help analyze issues.

In respect of departments wherein respondents are working at the time of survey, the largest number (40%) of respondents work in marketing department, followed by commercial department (30%), 18% of respondents work in functional areas other than marketing, commercial, and corporate planning departments while 12% of the respondents’ works in corporate planning department. It could be deduced from the data analyzed above that the marketing department and commercial credit departments have the higher number of staff as such the bank will always strive to gain the larger share of market share. The employment status indicate that, majority (44%) of the respondents worked as lower managers, followed by respondents who are middle managers (38%) and top managers accounted for 16% while other options made available in the question attracted only 2%.

With regard to the duration of employment, 92% of the respondents had worked in the commercial banks for a period of 5 years and above which implies the respondents have considerable experience in their fields that will enable them to have a good knowledge of strategic marketing practices of commercial banks.

Correlation Analysis

This was conducted to establish relationship between strategic marketing practices and environmental perceptions of customer oriented service delivery of the selected Nigerian bank. The coefficient of correlation (r), determine the degree (strength) of relationship and its value is between -1 and 1. A value 0 implied no relationship, 1 implied a perfect positive relationship, -1 means a negative relationship. An absolute value of r between 0.5 and less than 1 implied a strong relationship between the variables. If the value r is greater than 0.3 and less than 0.5 then the relationship is moderate. The relationship is weak if the value of r is less than 0.3.
The correlation revealed that there is a positive significant relationship between the strategic marketing practices and environmental perceptions of customer’s service delivery of the selected banks at \( r = 0.749 \), 198 degrees of freedom and <0.05 significant level. This finding indicates that environmental perceptions of customer’s service delivery are positively correlated to strategic marketing practices.

**Regression Analysis**

Regression was used to obtain an equation which describes the dependent variable in terms of the independent variable based on the regression model. It shows regression analysis of strategic marketing practices against environmental perceptions of customer’s service delivery. The researcher proposed that a bank undertaking strategic marketing practices tends to grow faster than a bank that does not practice it. The SPSS program was employed to analyze and found the coefficient of correlation (R) and coefficient of determination \( (R^2) \). The result is presented in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Regression Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>Significant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>0.568</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM Practices</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ R = 0.749, R^2 = 0.561, \text{Adjusted } R^2 = 0.556, \text{ t. cal } = 11.129, \text{ t. tab } = 1.98 F_{(1.97)} = 123.859, F_{\text{tab}} = 3.84 \]

Table 4.2 shows that the relationship between strategic marketing practices and environmental perception on customer-oriented service is positive and high \( (r=0.749) \). The calculated co-efficient of determination is denoted by \( R^2 (0.561) \) indicates that 56.1 percent of the variation that occurs in environmental perception on customer oriented-service can be explained by relating it to the strategic marketing practices of the banks. In other words, 43.9% of the variation that is below 0.5 may not be explained by its relationship with the strategic marketing practice variables; with such high percentage of 56.1 percent, there is a strong indication that strategic marketing practices influenced environmental perception on customer-oriented service of chosen Nigerian banks. The adjusted \( R^2 \) of 55.6% indicates that should the regression equation accommodate further explanatory variable(s), there would be a significant level of relationship among the variables. The t-calculated value =
11.129, p=0.000 is significant indicating that strategic marketing practices significantly influenced the environmental perception on customer-oriented service of the banks. To test the hypothesis, F-calculated value was compared against F-critical value. Since F-calculated value is greater than F-critical value (F. cal. = 123.859 > F. tab = 3.84), this shows that the overall model was significant. Hence, we reject the null hypothesis that states there is no relationship between strategic marketing practices and environmental perception on customer-oriented service in chosen Nigerian Banks and accept the alternative hypothesis.

As per the SPSS generated table 4.2, the equation \( Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{SMP} + \varepsilon \) becomes:

\[
Y = 0.568 + 0.792\text{SMP} + \varepsilon
\]

Where \( Y \) is the dependent variable (environmental perception of customer-oriented service) and SMP is the independent variable (strategic marketing practices).

According to the regression equation established, taking the independent variable into account (Strategic Marketing Practices) constant at zero, environmental perception of customer-oriented service will be 0.568. The data findings analyzed also show that a unit increase in strategic marketing practices will lead to a 0.792 increase in environmental perception on customer-oriented service. This concludes that there is a significant positive impact of strategic marketing practices on environmental perception of customer-oriented service in banking industry in Nigeria. Presently, customers in Nigeria are capable of reaching their account anytime of the day even after they have closed from their work to withdraw money to cater for their pressing needs and wants.

The finding is consistent with the work of Wind & Robertson (1983) who suggested the essential need to understand the marketing environment as the first step toward marketing strategy practice. The strategic decisions should take into account relevant marketing environment that includes competitive, economic, political, technological, legal, and regulatory and social forces surrounding the customer and affects the marketing mix. For any strategy to be effective, it should seek to fulfill both the needs and requirements of customers (the market conditions in which it is implemented), and to the resources and capabilities of the firm seeking to implement it. No matter how wonderfully crafted and articulated the strategy, if it is not focused on meeting the needs of customers it is doomed to be a failure.

**CONCLUSION**

From the research findings and analysis of the information obtained, which has been presented, the influence of strategic marketing practices on environmental perception of customer-oriented service indicates Beta of
(0.792) at 0.05 significance level on Table 4.2. There is positive correlation but a stronger relationship between strategic marketing practices and environmental perception of customer-oriented service. Strategic marketing practice is a key determinant of effective customers’ service delivery. The researchers’ submission is that for Nigerian banking industry to survive in 21st Century, position for customer service delivery and innovation are challenges facing the industry. Hence, it is vital for banks to embrace the concept of customer relationship management in their banking services. Kotler & Armstrong (2012) opined that customer relationship management is the means of building and maintaining positive customer relationships by providing superior customer value as well as satisfaction. Position for customer service delivery entails the speed of delivery of service to customers, paying attention to customers, exhibiting maturity, and so on compared to competitors. This will lead to increased organizational performance, customers’ retentions, and trust in Nigerian banking operations.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Adoption of strategic marketing practices has influenced the environmental perception of customer-oriented service. Based on this finding and many more, the following suggestions are recommended:

i. The commercial banks should embrace strategic marketing by being focused to adapt to changes, marketing of assets and capabilities and marketing of innovation for the growth and survival of the industry.

ii. Banks should be strategically positioned to optimize opportunities in the industry.

iii. Banks should invest in new technology in order to implement the right marketing strategies that are relevant in the modern world.

iv. Finally, there is a need for the Nigerian government to be consistently and strategically addressing some of the challenges confronting the banking sector such as inadequate ICT infrastructure, inadequate funding, power outages, and security that could make the sector unproductive.
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